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The purpose of the thesis v.ao to trace the nusical history
of the southern rurele ran its beginning to the present tine, and to
fi"C out through this proce ure what contrlb tion feoo boon node to "nor-
can church music ;roa this nusic which was and ie still associated
only with our southern pioneers*
The method used was a research for boohs jivinn the information
desi red, and the study if 11 to of church nnusio sad the church rasasic
itself as put ou: by in 'enMitlonally kaorat publishers, s :oh ns Oliver
Ditson, J* fi sober and ro#, and the Dog toft Uncle Coqpany*

V¥
The term "Southern Pioneers" has been used by mo to refer to
those people llvin in hi hlands of the south instead of the better
known nomenclature of "Poor v. ites. " As the were among the first
settlers to .i rate into this territory they r:e e pioneers, and al-
though they may be poor in the possession of r.aterial things, they
possess other qualities which money cannot buy and which are of greater
value than gold*
Alter much research I found that the contribution of Our
Southern Pioneers to American church music lay in J hree different chan-
els; a secondaiy contribution in hynnolo y, an indirect contribution
through negro spiri tuals, and a primary contribution through anthems*
..
«
.
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The South is referred to as the nation’s wollspring of native
muaic, but one phase of this music, the most widely practiced of all,
is still comparatively unknown except to the peonle engaged in it.
Another surprising fact is that its historical perspective is unknown
even to its most enthusiastic fosterers.
The southern pioneers, composed of German and Scotch- Irish
stock, came under the influence of the early New England singing school
teacher, who was forced to migrate to the south to carry on his art
because of the preference of the people of Hew England for the music
0
imparted from Europe and the methods of teaching brought about by Pesta-
lozzi. As the urban centers of the South adopted Hew England culture
the singing school teachers had only the rural sections of the South left
in which to carry on their woric.
The faoole method used by these. singing schools can be traced
back to the days of Queen Elizabeth in Ingland, and the shaped-notes in-
vented by o orae of
-the cl ever singing rchool teachers were used to facili-
tate readings.
The Revolutionary Ear was the time when these singing schools
prospered in New Ehgland due to the antipathy toward all things British.
The Civil War stopped the functioning of these schools for a short time,
and when they were resumed, because of the influence of some of the
younger element, some used the do-re-mi system, which was an offspring
of the fasola method.
A type of folk music grew up among these southern rural s, and
together with their songs, fuguing tunes, and camp-meeting songs con-
-
tributed to negro eoirituale, anthems, and hymns, in the field of
American church music.

CHAPTER I
PACTS CONCERNING OUR SOUTHERN PIONEERS
Cecil J. Sharp* s Research
Some twenty years ago Cecil J* Sharp, an outstanding English
folk-mu9ic authority, researched in the southern Appalachian region
for secular ballads that had survived from English and Scottish trrdi-
tion. T!o did not find what he wee in quest of, because the songs tdiich
they sang to him contained a religious element which he did not look
for in folk music, but the results of the songs he recorded awakened
a few alert American music ians to the fact that the people in this
section of the country possessed a fundamental folk-song tradition of
their own* This music was once removed from the British Isles, or in
other words, - the British tradition Americanised. Sharp* a records
convinced him and American skeptics that t?ie folk-song traditions of
these people were purer and stronger than those of contemporary England.
The Lack of Knowledge Among Scholars
Just why scholars were not well informed concerning this
music was perhaps due to the fact that these folk-songs contained a
religious element, and this caused scholars to conclude that these songs
were not of folk 1 in ago and therefore belonged solely to "hymnody" or
"psalmody. * A striking illuatation of this is found in Jo!-n Tasker
Howard* 8 book "Our American Music" in which he refers to their camp-
meeting songs from 1800 on as "gospel hymns. 11 But some other musicol-
ogists who realized the presence of the folk-element in these songs
were unable to find material, and drew the conclusion that this material
.V
.
c ? & 3
was contained only in old book which had long ceaeed to exist, and
only scant information could be gathered by direct contact with the
southern rural whites, Mrs. Richardson was a victim of this reasoning
which was proved to be false by Louis F. Benson and George Pullen Jack-
son and others, although their source of material was not complete.
One other fact is that many of our students were more interested in the
development of the European system of music than in music which origin-
ated in the rural sections of our own country and which they no doubt
felt was not important enough to waste their time on. Ored't should be
given to those who recognized this music as a type of folk-song and
who thereby have enriched our musical heritage by their contributions.
Besides George Pullen Jackson and Louis F. Benson there are Mr. R. W.
Gordon, Professor Newman I. 'Shite, Dr. Guy B. Johnson, and Mrs. Ethel
Park Richardson vH\o included eleven of these songs in her aAmerican Moun-
tain Songs, John owell, Annabel Morris Bucha :an, and Hilton Rufty.
The Racial Bonds of These People
The statement that Cecil J. Sharp was in quest of English
and Scottish traditions in secular ballads immediately establishes the
homeland of the ancestors of a goodly portion of these settlers as the
British Isles. A deeper scrutiny of thin fact reveals that theoe people
descended from Scotch-Irish, English, and a race distinct from the cul-
ture of Great Britain, - the German race.
The English formed a small percentage of the other two groups.
The Germane settled in Pennsylvania, Maryland, the Valley of Virginia,
where they were the very first families and soon became seventy per cent
of the population. In 1775 they composed over fifteen per cent of the
white population of South Carolina and Georgia, and the per cent might
'.
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well have been higher in the hilly sections of these States.
The Germans outnumbered the Scotch-Irish population in the
Virginias, but the Scotch-Irish out umbered the German population in
the other eoutnem States. Campbell gives the following information
cone mine them* In 1775 the Scotch-Irish population constituted twenty-
three per cent of the Elites in Virginia, West Virginia and Kentucky
included, thirty-one per cant in North Caroline and Tennessee, fifty
per cent in South Carolina, and forty-fivo per cent of Georgia. Together
both groups formed thirty-one per cent of the Virginias, thirty-five
per cent of North Carolina and Tennessee, sixty-seven per cent of South
1
Carolina, and forty-five per cent in Georgia.
Contributions of the Scotch-Irish versus the Germans
Considering what Germany has contributed to the world at large
in music, one night well expect the Germen gVoxxp to have exerted consid-
erable influence on the development of music in the states where they
settled. However, careful study and res- arc’ have proved that they exerted
no such influence on this music, and the reason for it is obvious. The
Germans had migrated to a foreign land n which their mother tongue
was not understood when used as an instrument of communication. They,
therefore, had to adept themselves to the new environment in language and
custom. In doing this they lost the ties of the fatherland and gradu-
ally were assimilated into the Scotch-Irish culture, and so it was the
Scotch-Irish who influenced the music with their folk idiom,
Both groups were dissenters, not in sympathy with churches
which followed liturgic forms of worship. They were chiefly Calvinists,
Wesleyan Methodists, and Baptists. These churches lacking a specific
l<John C. Campbell, The Southern Highlander and His Homeland, P.555
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4music for their services, such as the liturgic churches possessed,
challenged their followers to develop their own religious music, and
of necessity the rural whites had to meet this need. That this music
contained a secular element as well as religious is natural. Often the
only difference between a balled and a religious song would be in the
text, the music being the seme in style for both, in feet a music which
would give our more sophisticated countrymen e considerable shoc> if
used for a religious s-rvice.
Thoir Religious tmd Social Aspects
In social life these people are very conservative, and yet
one hundred per cent for democracy and whet it stands for. They have
rebelled against authority in religion and will tolerate no dictatorship
in government. Their conservatism ie shown in simplicity of dress,
opposition to armed warfare, organs and artificial lighting in their
churches, foreign nirsione, Sunday pchooln, governing boards, insurance
and automobiles. They have trained their children to carry on the same
traditions and their some system of music. The:/ do not believe in
adopting the customs of the urban population, but have held strictly
to their rural mode of life. Had they followed the trend of the people
in commercial centers, their musical traditions would have perished
with the adopting of the modes of life of their more progressive coun-
trymen.
fhe Territorial Rxtent of Their llusic
By taking a mop of the southeastern part of the United States,
including states as far west as Texas and Oklahoma, and crossing out the
lowland parts that are suitable for plantation farming, large scale
fruit growing, stock ranching, manufacturing, mining end oil pumping.
.
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5we have in the areas remaining a good map of
type of music wes carried out.
A*hia takes us to our next point of
music system these people used originate?
the country in which this
interest, - where did the

CHAPTER II
THE SOURCE OP THEIR USICAL KNOWLEDGE
The New England Singing Schools
(1) The method of singing used by our southern rural whites had
it 8 origin in the early New I&igland Singing Schools. The earliest of
these schools and their succeeoors for over s century used only those
songs which were appropriate for the "meeting house.* During this
period song fostering anong the masses was a democratic and religious
affair.
In the eighteenth century, however, due to the rebellion of
youth against tradition, the fostering and learning of songs became
quite secular, and so the "singing schools" around 1770 to 1300 might be
looked upon es the liberators of music. This vexed ministers and many
good, well meaning Christian people, but they were not able to check the
change which comes with the advance of time.
The singing teacher was often a man who steeped his talent in
spirit. As wealthy men often refuse to take pert in the singing school,
the teacher upon arriving in a town would have to start a popular sub-
scription to pay for the school. The usual meeting place was a hall
in a tavern, which the landlord was willing to rent cheaply because of
the patronage his barroom enjoyed during recess and afterwards. Benches
were improvized on which books were laid, and candles, (each member
bringing their own, )were set. They were arranged in a seni-oircle, two
and three rows deep. The pupils were taught the clefs, syllables or
notes, keys and note length* (semibreve, minim, crochet, quaver, semi-
quaver, and demisemiquaver. ) They were required to sing a song over and
..
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over again until it sao thoroughly learned, before they were allowed
to sing the words of the song. The music was usually written in three
parts, - an air, bass, and counterpart. The air or tune was sung by the
males who possessed the higji voices, the bass by the deep voiced males,
and the counterpart, which resembled a tenor part, was 9iffig by the
females. Everyone was required to beat tirae with the right hand while
singing. The beating consisted of an up and down stroke, but three
part time beating often received more detailed attention. For exemple,
for the first beet t e finpere of the right hand we e pi reed on the
table, for the second beat t e hand dropped to e flat position on the
table, and for the third beat the hand wes raised.
The term of the singing school consisted of about twenty-four
afternoons and evenings and each session was three hours in length.
As a climax to the whole affair a concert was held at the "meeting
house" and here the whole class displayed its talent and knowledge.
At this exhibition all that remained of the customs practiced in the
singing school was the chord sounded before the piece was sung. (Only
a few organs could be found in New England meeting houses in the
eighteenth century.) A general good time was hsd by all, and during
the interlude ardent soirits were partaken by all, including the
minister, although this was probably not the custom during a service.
With the singing school at an end, the singing teacher left
for a new field, and his remaining pupils increased the members of the
church choir
’.
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The “ffnct of the -evolutionary P*
r
With tho advent of the Revolutionary Ter end the accompanying feel-
ing of edvereiiy toward a' things British, an impetus sa* added to the
tendency to diaeord the tun e irroorted from Surope and adopt tun a eor5-
posed by the inhabitants of thle country. This trend forced the singing
teacher to become p rwkor of iuneo, end es a result tirso boosts multi-
plied end aero published. Seeh book contained "rudinente* for the pur-
pose of making the ert of singing comprehensible end nnsy for those hav-
ing no knowledge of music, ^aoh teacher strove to simplify his material
and method* thereby gaining more popularity and success then his fet o»
competitors.
Ae notation vo© the moot difficult oart of singing to Hm, teacher#
ond^evorel to i*-prov? n the traditional Byste - of otatio* . This nove-
raent gradual
. y developed into the character >r shaped not? notation #iic’n
flourished in the rural 9-"*etione of America and oaoeciaily in the couth.
fSore i"po’*tant porticos io that this notation ese”ted the influc co which
aensratod rami etho-f-s of mu*ic fro method9 found in urban certtera*
Doae-lption of e 'Southern Singing Teacher
(5) In o^der to get. some idee of #jst the old southern sink ing
teacher was like, the following account of the life a d work end oer-
aonrlity of Ananias Qavloeon will give us a brl f picture Chich can
equally poll he applied to all of thm with hut all ht raodiflest ions.
‘Jftvieao.i res? horn February 2, 197*% The place of hie birth ie
not known, but it is thought to be somewhere along the borderline of
lierylend end Virginia. 9i8 work war carried on in tho Shenar doah Valley

9where he and hie work were held in high esteem. He was the author of
«
of the Supplement to the Kentucky Harmony. There are no other known
books compiled by him. His publishers were the Jartnanna of Harrisonburg.
The evening of his life was spent on his farm at U’eyer , a Gave, which is
about fourteen miles from Dayton. He didd October 21, 1857* being
slightly past J6 years of age. Hie burial was in the Union Church grave
yard* eight miles from Dayton. He was a ruling elder of the Presbyterian
church and a man of unaffected piety. On hie gravestone appears the
following epitaph:
"Father, I give my spirit up,
I trust it in thy hand,
L!y dying flesh shall rest in hope.
And rise at thy command. ”
The early part of his life was devoted to teaching in singing
schools. He refers to his practical knowledge as a teacher of sacred
music in the preface of his Kentucky Harmony. In the Preface of the
third edition of the Supplement to the Kentucky Harmony, dated 1825,
he speaks of himself as a retired singing teacher well past middle life.
Records show he was then forty-five years of age.
Description of a R’jral Singing-School Pook
As the books published by these teachers all followed the same
general plan, a description of Davirson*8 Kentucky Harmony will give an
excellent word picture of what these books were like.
This book is the fourth edition of the Kentucky Harmony, dated
1821. It is believed that Davisson had his own printing establishment
(1 )
at the tine this edition was published. In fora it is oblong,
(l) Jackson, White Spirituals in the Southern Uplands, p. 27
..
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meesuring five by eight and three-fourths inches. The title page reads
as follows*
Kentucky Harmony
or
A choice collection of Psalm Tunes
Hymns and Anthems
In Three Parts
Taken from the most eminent authors,
and well adapted to Christian Churches,
Singing Schools, or Private Societies
Selected by
Ananias Davisson
Fourth Edition
Printed and sold by the Author,
in Harrisonburg, Virginia, end by
one of the principal Booksellers
in eech of the following places*
vis* flteunton, Lexington, end Abington,
Va.
,
Knoxville, E. Tennessee, Nashville,
Tennessee, Iouisville, Kentucky, and
St. Louis, Uiscouri.
H.B. All description of Music printing can be done at this office,
upon reasonable terms as any in the United States*
I.
.
•
.
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The first fiftoo pages are devoted t> the Prefccc, the Rudi-
ments, General Observations, *A israark or Too at the request of several
Refined Musicians, 11 *Losson n for Tuning the Voice,” and detailed
directions for the construction of a metronome or a "penduloa (sic) that
will vibrato once for every best in the oeveral mods here laid down.' 1
The book conrtnins one hundred end forty-four pages of tunes,
all in four pert harmony. The parte are called, - beginning with the
lo Treat end proceeding upward - bass, tenor, counter, and treble* On
page thirteen the following directions are given*
“The beps slave (eic) ie assigned to the grrvest voices of man,
and the tenor (the melody) to the highest* The counter to the lowest
voices of the Ladies, an! the treble to the highost of Ladles* voices. *
The custom of having the raen sing the tune, and the high-voiced ladies
e part that correa' onde to the tenor pr.rt of the preeont $iay, is c tra-
dition that reaches beck to the very beginnings of song in America, and
still lives on in the rsost conservative sh?r;>e-.-note circles of today.
The baes pert is written in the *P Cliff* and the other three ports are
placed on three different stoves, aad are written in the '0 Cliff . *
The songs in the first part are short, each page containing
two. They have one voras of text only, which runs across the page and
divides the two staves for the mala voices from the c-tavcc for the fe-
male voices. After tha title and the indication of the rong *s meter,
there is printed at the top of the page on the right hand side the key
of the tune. A major ^ey la referred to aa a a Tttsrp ©y s and a minor
key ie called a '' Flet Key,” therefore *Sharp Key an 0* would eaean C na-
.; t r, -r nt ...
.
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jor and "Flat Key on A" would wean 0 Minor. The songs in the first pert
are "plain and easy tunes commonly used in tine of divine worship*. The
tunes in the second part are "more lengthy end elegant nieces'1 for use in
rtsinging societies.'' This part contains the richest "fuguing tunes’1 in
all the shape-note song books. ^Tn the third end last oert one finds a
collection of anthems sore of which are long enough to require eight
pages for their printing.
In this description of a southern song books, J. have purposely
followed the punctuation, wording and spelling to show wherein they
differ from the accepted rules governing the use of our language. As
late as 1911 clef was spelt in the two following ways: "cliff* and "cleft.*
Davie 30n spells minims "minute", end the syllable names of the scale,
few, sol, law, re. In the four-shape-not© circles the syllables* names
are, today, still snelt the same wsy.
It is a difficult task to ascertain where Davi ©son got his tunes.
In the Preface of his book ho listp ooll actions of South, Little, Wyeth
Billings, Holyoke, Adgate, Atwell, end Peck, as the authors of the books
he ueod for reference. The index of +1-e Kentucky Harmony lists fifty-six
composers. Davisson lists fifteen of the pieces as his own coma n sitions,
and three of the nieces have no co^oser mentioned. The names of the
writers of the texts to these songs are not recorded. Thia feet holds
true for all othe • compilers of +heo~ books in the south. The reason
for this omission still re -a ins unsolved. Research es yet has not boon
ablo to decide whether the composers wrote both the text and the tune,
or whether the feet that the texts, being based on changeless psalms,
*The fuguing tunes are exoleined in Chapter If I
f.
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were looked on as a non-individual source. The tunes, of course, were
the original work of people, many of whom were living et the tim" the
book was published. It is doubtful whether the aetuel truth of this
point will ever be satisfactorily solved*
The only reason Davisson gives for publishing to Supplement
to the Kentucky Harmony is found in his Preface to the book. Hero he
states that the special aim was to fumi-h his Methodist friends" with
"suitable and proner" songs.
Thus w find that the singing teacl s of the south were men
of deep religious sentiments, fine personality, a composer, and publisher
as well ee e teec or. iJor were their talents limited to the field of
music, they were often skilled in other manual occupations, which I will
not enumerate here es they would bo outside of the purpose of this thesis.
The Forced 3outhern Migration of the Singing Teachers
The historians of music make it very cleer that it was the Hew
England singing teacher r' | " reduced the rural music method in the west
and south, but they d-> no o that rural
musical helparto-reed received in the rural parts of far eastern states.
This indicates that one of the elements which caused the pinging master
to seek new fiel ds in the south v?ae an unfriendly attitude toward what
he had to offer, a fact which resulted in poor business.
xhis migration into the virgin territories of the south end
west came about as a natural outcome of event a as tine marches forward
and progress is ras.de. ?ron Europe new musical information began to
seep into Uow England which gradually won the approval of the urban and
..
.
then the rural parts of the ©act. Music begnr to h© teufht along the
edvencoi ©ducat* anal lines suggested by oeta oral. The d<v.ro-~4 eyetom
came into us©. Marie superior to that sang or made by the Asss risen*
js
care fror Xirope* Orrans lnstallrd in chu**ehoe plnyed havoc wit the
* erd~l earned and such loved vocal tfearrsonies of ' he elaglnr chool le wis,
The church attendant© now only hr 1 to follow the lead or the organ end
sing the nslody. Tho r»l dy as no* ^iv© to the wo » ineiesd of the
non, tf'ich lowered the position of the men «h wore the mein suoport^rs
of the pinging eeh ole, end the peneret tendency of niprati -,n teas the
spirit of this period*
Coring the firat throe decades of the nineteenth century tho singing
neater hod things pretty much hio ow way In the vsl eni the couth*
But, eve in this territory, he eventu lly had to neet with competition*
Cities sue' as Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati and Ct* totals caw©
into existence, Thor'’ schooled in the ftsropesn traditions were not show
to see that these cities war- good places for prospective business*
Other disturbing festers ee~© the California rol l fever, the rar
wit Mexico, general prosperity, iissAgratlon of urban C m® s to thir
territory wit*' their advanced instruments! and vocal practices* A now
fom of ©ocular concert wuele, such as bellringers. tumbler players,
family concertleers, #»*• purpose wee ssossaant# and #*o«? snusie gave
the people tunes to Sdstle and sing without herirra to spend tis? to loam
how, and so the ringing ''chools one© wore felt eoopstitlor. wr© fast be*
coming too hs«n for their* future existence,
An article printed in the Cincinnati Musician end intelligencer
illustrates the growing enmity of peiple in urben centers toward the

schools run by these singing teachers*
"The most mortifying feature and grand cause of
the low estate of scientific music among ue," declared
the writer of this article. Miss Augusta 'hrom, after having made eorae
allusions to Europe* s tonal superiorities, "is the presence of common
Yankee singing schools, so called. Tie of course have no allusion to
the educated professors of vocal music, from New England, but to the
genuine Yankee singing masters, who profess to make an accomplished
amateur in one month, and a regular professor of tupIc tnot in seven
years, but) in one quarter and at the expense, to the initiated person,
usually one dollar. Hundreds of country idlers, too lazy or too stupid
for farmers or mechanics, 'go to singing school for a spell,
'
get diplomas
from others scarcely better qualified than themselves, and then with
their brethren the far famed * Yankee Peddlars,' itinerate to all parts
of the land, to corrupt the taste and pervert the judgment of the un-
fortunate people who for want of better, have to put up with them. We
have heard of one of there cute geniuses, who set up 'in a town way
down east as a cobbler! On his sign under the announcement of his pro-
fession, as a provider for the wants of the bodily understanding, was
the following choice couplet, setting forth as a musician, he did not
neglect to provide also for the wants of the mental.
'Delightful tack I to mend the tender boot.
And teech the young idea how to flute.'
"Gobbling and music! We just ask how any musical nerve can
stand that?" And feeling that she had still been a bit hard on New
England, Hiss Brown hastened to add that that section had, to be sure.
..
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produced a host of illustrious men in ell the arts and sciences, "Even
in music," she asked rhetorically, "has she (New r&iglond) not given us
Billings and Holden? A blessing be on their memories.
*
Had Miss Brown researched a little farther she would have
found that Holden was a carpenter and Billings was a Yankee singing
teacher and a tanner of hides.
In the rural south the singing master did not meet these ob-
stacles. It was impossible to haul organs over the roads of the primi-
tive hills and mountains, and they lacked the money to pay for the cul-
tural European music, whic' the urban settlers and plantation owners were
able to pay for owing to their better circums' ances. Therefore the
people who settled in the rural southern hirhlan Is had to produce them-
selves whatever music they felt the deeire for, and so once the singing
schools became established in these regions, they enjoyed an uninterrupted
regime.
V.
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CHAPTER III
THEIR MUSICAL SYSTEM EXPLAINED
Faeola Syllables
The system of notation used by the southern rural whites and
the early New England singing schools dates back to the days of Queen
Elizabeth and t' e days of Shakeeneare, when the primeval ut, re, ni,
fa, sol, la, si, syllable names of the scales a d the methods employed
with their use had not become the common property of the masses in
England, During thie period the people of Great Britain when singing
a scale used only three syllable names, fa, sol, and la, which were
repeated twice, and mi was used as the leading tone, so the scale was
sung in the following manner, - fa, sol, la, fa, sol. Is, mi. This
system was brought over to New Ehgland by the early settlers and from
there spread to the south. The rural whites of the south using this
system came to be known as the "Fasola Singers" or "Fasola Folk,” irtiich
is a local terminology. not found in dictionariee, and known only to
people in this section.
Shaped and Character Notes
The early teachers of these schools were not slow to notice
that their pupils, when starting to learn a new tune or harmonic part,
first found the key signature, then located the tonic, and then read
the music according to his knowledge of the structure of the scale, using
his skill for judging the pitch intervals and the melodic character,
This involved a process of reasoning, reckoning, and musical feeling.
Realizing t is the - concluded that if each syllable of the acsle could

be represented by a note of a distinct shape, such as always having fa
represented by a square note, the reading of notes would be easier,
thus giving the singer a greeter opportunity to exercise his melodic feel-
ing and sin-nlified the procedure of learning how to sing.
There is, as yet, no positive proof who the author of this
scheme of shaped note-heade was, and musical histories and encyclopedias
do not agree on this matter. They give the names of three men, Andrew
Law, William Little and William Smith. Little and Smith were partners
in compiling a song book. Not any of the above mentioned men seem
to be anxious to claim the authorship of shaped notes and this was, no
doubt, due to the fact that they were uncertain concerning the value
of this new device, which had not been in use long enough at that time
to have given proof of its worth.
The four note notation used by Andrew Law was:
/ ^ Q 1
tv PT '
j f
) n PTJ
LfefLrr-_ i.
The four note notation used by Little and Saith was:
This scheme of notation is known under the various names of
patent notes, character notes, and shape-notes. The w desnread use of
these notes in books published by the einging masters gives ample evidence
.,
.
.
of their value. They originated in New England and were introduced to
the south by the singing teachers who migrated there.
Camp-Meeting Songs
The songs used by the Fasola Folk we^e of varying qualities
and types as they were written with the puroose of serving social,
musical, and religious purposes. Among these songs one type stands out
as being unique and this is the "Revival” or "Cairo-Meeting Song." This
is nearer to the folk-song than any of the other religious songs of
the southern rurals. This distinctive type of religious song came into
existence during the first decade of the nineteenth century.
Camp meetings had their origin in the south. The first one was
held in Logan County, Kentucky, July 1800, From this starting point
thin novelty spread into Kentucky and Tennessee, then to the Carolines
and finally encompassed the nation at large.
At these meetings an excited attendant would be overcome by
passion and break forth into one of these ejaculatory hymns, which would
be taken up by the rest of audience until the meeting would dissolve into
a singing ecstacy climaxed by a general hand-shaking. Sven a preacher
overcome by emotion during his preaching would suddenly break forth into
song, t^yims were often composed outside the meeting and taught to the
people or lined out from the pulpit.
Many of these spontaneous songs perished, but others were
written down and passed on to succeeding generations. The text dealt
with the rescue of a sinner, an appeal to sinners, beck-sliders, and
mourners
,
recited terms of salvation, was sometimes a narrative of
personal exoerience for warning or encouragement, companions of a rough
..
.
.
.
.
'
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journey to the camp meeting are retold In the story of the pilgrimage
to Canaan, reunion of believers in Heaven, brothers-ii^-crmn in the
battle of the Lord, longin' for heavenly rest, and portrayal of the pain
of hell, and a special collection of hymns were developed for the en-
lightenment and support of those who came forward at the end of the
sermon to stand before the altar and occupy the anxious bench.
In literary form the Camp-Meeting Hymn is that of a popular
ballad or eong. The language is of the everyday type, careless and
faulty. The chorus was no doubt a predominant part. It was not always
connected with the subject matter of the stanza. It was more of an
ejaculation. Often a chorus was added to a familiar hymn.
Ecclesiastical authorities tried to combat this type of song
by trying to introduce their own authentic hymn collections, but they
fought a losing battle with the masses of rural Americans, #10 refused
to have their free spirit curbed by authentic hymn collections which
were foreign to them. They much preferred what had sprung up in their
own environment, and it was not long before unauthorized publishers
were catering to this folk movement by publishing collections of the
songs i#iich were generally sung at the camp meetings.
Several examples of such songs are as follows*
(1) Religion ia a fortune, and heaven is a home.
Shout, glory halle hallelujah
(2) I want a seat in Paradise
Glory hallelujah
I love that union never dies (?)
Glory hallelujah

(5) He comes. He comes, the judge severe.
Roll, Jordan, roll
l
The seventh trumpet sneakers him ipar.
Roll, Jordan, rollj
Chorus
I went to go to heaven, I do
Hallelujah, Lord!
We'll praise the Lord in heaven above.
Roll, Jordan, roll!
(4) And let this feeble body fail.
And let it faint or die
My soul shall quit this mournful vale
And soar to worlds on higji.
And I'll sing hallelujah.
And you'll sing hallelujah
And we'll sing hallelujah
When we arrive at home.
The above examples will serve as an illustration of this type
of song. The earlier songs seem to have a connection with traditional
hymns, while those wit' the ejaculations show a later development of
this type of 3ong.
As the early people attending these camp meetings never used
a notated copy of these tunes, and no doubt, would not have been able
to read either the music or the text if they had appeared in book form,
their music mi$rt have been lost to posterity if it had not been for the
..
.
.
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fasola folk and their 9inging schools, who in the 1820’ s begin to include
A
the camp meeting song© in their singing books, listing them as "spiritual
songs. "
Major and i finer Tunes
The song books of the southern rural 8 contain both major and
minor tunes, of which the major tunes served to hold the preference, es-
pecially in modem times. In both of these modes the fasola folk used
a gapped scale form, which means that certain melodic progressions were
avoided, which are familiar to us in our use of the diatonic scale. For
example, in the major mode the fourth of the scale was avoided, so in the
scale of C major F would not be sung. This skip in the scale produced
a six tone scale or hexatonic melodus. Another tone avoided was the
seventh or leading tone which would be "B" in the scale of 0 major, thus
producing a five tone scale or a pentatonic melody. In the minor mode the
second and sixth degrees of the scale were avoided. These skips gave their
songs a model characteristic. Some of their songs use the complete major
and minor scales.
The following major and minor scales show the scales as used
by the fasola folk:
Major Scales
Complete
major scale [7
as we know it
77 1 ^ ...
'T
k j _ ° i
Six-tone scale
J
/
-e-°°
fourth lacking
{L}
^
1
( ) o° ,
-
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Six-tone scale
seventh lacking
.
-
-l
.
t t<=p J
T -- J
L ° u
Five-tone scale T 1
the fourth and seventh
. |
lacking 1
) -0
L u
Minor Scales
Full minor
scale
f*
A Six-tone minor
scale, sixth
lacking ,4
it 5
ft#-
i >
-<9~
-e-
Five-tone minor r—fHE UZz: . ^ .
scale, second and /
i
- n "
~
-
sixth lacking (( ) n
°°
£ j
Fuguing Tunes
Another type of song found in the music books of the southern ru
rurale is the ffcguing tune. The introduction of this type of song writ-
ing into American sr-cred rau^ic was due largely to the influence of the
rural New Shgland singing-school teacher and composer, William 3illings,
(1764-1800). They were very popular throughout the United States for
over half a century, and gradually lost their popularity, so that today
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(1 )
they survive only with the Sacred Harpers, who still enjoy them as much
as w'en they first came into being.
The fuguing tune starts with all the carts together, proceed-
ing for about the space of four measures or one musical sentence in ryth-
mic and harmonic unity. A complete melodic close occurs at the end of the
sentence. The next four measures introduce the four parts one at a time,
with one measure* 8 distance between the introduction of each part. The
first to take the lead for one measure were the basses, vho resumed their
original part when re? ching the second measure. Next the hiph-voiced
men, or the tenors, would take the lead, which was an imitation of whet
the basses had just sung. The tenors were followed by the altos and
the altoe we e followed by the treble, or sopranos, each part imitating
the lead given by the singers in the preceding measure, and then resume
their original part upon arriving at the next measure. The be sees and
tenors would often, after singing their one measure, (lead) stay on a
single tone until the leads had been sung by the other voices, thus pro-
viding a droning effort. Following the four measures of imitation, all
part, 8 would f llow a mythmic unit for the next four measures, which
was the closing phrase of the piece, and the last eigjht measures were
often repeated.
The Genuine Church Music song book was the only book which
did not contain fuguing tunes. This was the result of the author* s dis-
like for any novelty or change in the style of secred music. The author's
name was Joseph Funk. Ananias Davfesson made the following statement in
(1 )
The Sacred Harners are those southern singers
who used the song book called the "Sacred Harp”
..
.
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(1)
his Kentucky Harmony referring to such peoole os Funk: "There are some of
our old Deacons, who stand In opooe’tion to fuginf (si.c) music, but it is
an old maxim, and I think a very just one too f thst variety is always
oleasing. " The above quotation proves that the foguing tunes met with
son® opposition, but this onoosition was not strong enough to stop their
use, and it must have been a weak opposition when one considers the fret
that only ono southern song book, written by one of the oooosers, was
the only book that did not contain fuguing tunes.
Naming of Tunes
The titles of the fasole songs were sometimes related t ' the
text, but the majority of the titles have no reference to the text or
the tune. The composers generally used the names of states, counties,
t wns, rivers, creeks, springs, valleys, groves, and friends or relatives,
in naming their compositions, and the locality in which they received
their inspiration was often the deciding, factor. Some of the songs are
known by one title while others are known by a number of different
titles. Those known by different titles are of a folk song tyoe and
therefore looked upon as common property. Songs of experience, halle-
lujah, and farewell always have titles which are related to the text.
Advent of the Do-re-mi Systen
The first oeriod of eong development came to a distinct end
with the advent of the Civil War, which caused singers and teachers
to give their attention to the urgent needsof' the conflict. Incidentally
this wsi* put an end to the supply of nearly all the popular southern com-
oiled song books which were published either in Philadelphia or Cin-
cinnati. The interruption of the singing schools was not long, but
( 1 )
Kentucky Harmony, p. 14
*.
I
with their return the influence of younger song-makers was shown. The
song-books published were new ones, rather than a new edition of the
fasola books. These new books contained new songs and caused the do-re-rai
system, which cane to New England wit'^ the one t of European musical
influences about the beginning of the nineteenth century. This system,
of course, is the one we a e all familiar with, giving seven syllable
names for the seven tones of the scale. Nor should we suppose that the
south received this change with open arras. They were too conservative
for this. It was only after the do-re-ral system was introduced with a
seven ehane-mte notation that this system began to be adopted by the
southern rural s, who loved their patent notes too dearly to give them
up for the sake of the do-re-mi system.
^
1
It is perhaps safe to draw the conclusion that the older
people still clung to the fasola methods while the younger folk adopted
the do-re-mi system, successor to the fasola system of singing. Those
who use the Sacred Harp and the New Harp of Columbia still today carry
on their singing with the fasola methods, and resent all encroachments
of the modern trend*
Examples of the seven shaped notation will be found
in the Appendix.
.<•
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CHAPTER IV
SOUTHERN NORMAL MUSIC SCHOOLS AND THEIR INFLUENCE
7h* Birth of the r oraal basic School
After the Givll is«r the need for nor© and hotter trained
singing- '-choo! tea#’ ore becar® an scute problem Ignorant oan were at
the heed of singing schools, er.d ttvHr maoils we -a becoming teach# e
of other reboot s. A imn by the name of At dine Kioffer raw the ablution
of this rittaetlon, and decided to establish in the Shenandoah Vr ley a
normal school*
In his aeareh for a pereon qualified to h sn an institution
of this tyee h* c. Unsold was recaan*fidcd an the nan goalIflad for
the position by Theodore F* Seward editor of New York uelcal Gasatte*
In 187!5» Tiaffer met Unweld and pirns we e reds for the first music
school in the South* Unsel d proved to be the cron^r choice to herd
this undertaking. T,e w* a thorough student of nusie, a native of the
South, and of ^eet Virginia German at oak* Hie one i i t wee
that he need th^ round notes with the tonic sol-fa inster of the
charreier r shaped net as* However, Unsaid end ieffer r ached a cor—
pron? r>Q on this point an I d cided that both r t*id en j shame not^e, and
the tonic ao-fa should ha included in the courses offa ad in the nobool
•urrieultes*
the Virginia Normal *basic School began Ita first session .at
New Market in the Shenandoah Volley in /ugust 1874* 'JneeM wee nrineipal
and T* J* Verge© r© his see? -dent. Th courses dieted -e *a hanrony,
thorough base, pinno, organ, voice Nail ding, reading of round notes,
the tonic sol-fa system and the sevsn ahaoc note system practice in

church pscIt dy, ±l®e ©taring , and ore >rio«
Today i7 ia school ir looked upon e t’ftinp th« fired of itft
kind in th® Tout • Honover, VIIUks %lkor elaln© to have taught
In rors*l school© bef r© this ttac. T 1© raay have bean b retch in th®
weaning of th# word ^normal*, 8© it wa© o^ien stretched to cover ordinary
staring schools ah- re some tafteher# w®'# in *tA.« Janeo.
The early ©ocaIons and final devel opment
of the Jayton School
At th# first session of the normal ac ool, #tic loeted for
only e few v?e® a, e aorio.a© d 1eagraensnt over the two difierent tyoce
of no* »t ' on took place rit, the rowlt that the round note method
war piven preference over the cheno-noto eyrteaw lionever, ‘ieffer did
not become disc orepod over thie outcome of events and Insisted that th©
ahane-notes wore to receive more attention at the second session, iHiich
we 9 to be held at Jayton during July 1375* This ©tanJ toon by ,’ieffer
naturally kept th##4* adhering to the round notes frm aliending the
aocond tc ns, but. he felt that oart >f the anaHer atto dar,03 woe due to
the fact that the feraora, rho constituted the majority o' the character-*
note neiple, hr I not ”1014 their croos hy% end therefor© rere unable
to be precent. T © succeeding eopeione proved that iafler wa - correct
in hi© deduction, end Unsold and hi© aecictent© found out that th® future
teacher© in the South must be schooled in the wurlcsl Ip.-, £ jape of the
©outhom rura 1 a.
Th- school continued ©t Jayton and Uneel d re <• Ined tho
head of this institution for ^ipht years, end it continued to function
r
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tinder various principal « urtil the S’- onard »©h Collegial© Institute
this normal school with its rnu<’ic dersrtrrsent, which It no~
s pert of the ‘heninr, josh College of fcyt'n, Virginia, Although not
ertphaalzed, the ehepe-noto tr? dition is -till carried on, end it ie
intor-stlng to find that tauch of the *u«ic instruct! n in this college is
under the suoonri elon of tv-o .greet grandchildren on th? greet** gr •et-
grondchildren of doeojsdi Funk, one of the early south m rural singing
teachers.
The Influence of the Kernel ’ ueic School
The nor *il schaole r*?de their Influence felt throughout the
entire South, end during the pest four or five decades there hr a herdly
been e pinging ochool teacher in the southern shape-note field Who hes not
received hie inai on nu«! r-el e ducatIan* either dimotl r
indirectly, ven«nd eh Valley normal schools, Ihoeo who attended
thee? school' r®*; v«*d e di -'et influe ce, md in turn > -or •& rural
leechere in also * every at a*o in the South, heny c»* rblir d their own
normal schools, anci those who attended these school * received an Indirect
at l -ulus from t © 'ihenftndoah institutions.
For example, B. C. Unacid through his ao»oe!»tien with thin
field Of music
,
guv© un the eastern cities with their round note cathode,
end event the met of hie life teaching in the **ura1 South the rt n*wa of
singing # Ich rap ft p? t of this section of the c ountry, lor "any yoare
he conducted normal schools in North Caroline, Kentucky, fsnnoeftee, end
Mlceouri, The tftet y©ere of hie Hfe were spent serving the ohane-»note
singers end ringing tftftchere who re » a* udents a' the V' urban Conservatory,
Lftwre*'eeburg , Ter no are©.

The usleal 111 Ion give© the Infonw* - ion thrt ©11 the ©t8t©e
eouth of the Pot we «^d t © Ohio, with the exception of Florid© ©nd
a© fer ecet a© Texas and the Indian Territory wo -© inf ) ueneed by th>'r©
school©. All th© nornfil school etudent© did not hoc -"nr t'ifc or«, ©or©
©or© eomoilera e- d oubl iehere of Pong books, while ot : e p were cv-pocor©
of nacre J oonge.
'foe normal school© ©1 bo ©linulrted tho public? 'Ion of new ©onp
bootee, wbic began In Dayton about 1877 ©here Unsold ms irr>ortnnt. ©e
e editor. Three of the#© no© book© ware the pTeranlo ter 3
,
flKoyal
Proclamation", en i "Star of Sithlehto*. Bach repre#en+ ©d r traditional
atago in the field of co-moaing, compiling# a J printing. Yiey we**© the
sen© nize a© the old book©, contained leae than two hundred par©©, and
retained the oerller eeet’on devoted to udimonte. The fire* section
wee eooporod of ponpfi for ©inking pc' oolcf the ancond section brb comosod
of eonge for church singing} the third aaation ©as eoopeaed of eon re for
Sunday school u~e; ©n J ©aeh set ion hod © mr% of antherae. In ptooa of
the older ©nthena, nen anther’s nopea rod couponed by conte^oorary rouelclan©
©uah ©e Unsaid, "rsdbury, Peanrd, and hoot. Th«“Tempi© Star* wee printed
in the old no*«tio:
,
four ©taff© were uned, find the tune wea found on
the next staff ebov© the bear, which rae now called ^y the new nan*
*aoomno*. The other two ©hove ^ent 1 onad bootee sa«-fi core lire our oroaent
day publics! lone, an d in a number of tune© the bees cni tenor on one «•' off
and the soprano and alto on another#
The *T«wpte wee coon lid by Aldine % *<l«ff«r assisted by
B. C. Unpaid end J. H# Tenney, end published in 1877* ihe oil popular
c
Bom-n fotmd In almost ©v ry book befor© the Civil «r were prset Ically
non-oxirtent, and only nine old ponul'-r eonre In the minor node remained*
In their olnce wee found son, * by ioffer, Unweld, Tenney, redbury, ’ scan
and Douthit.
The Royal Proclamation me published in 1836 under the nupor-
vlaion of tt offer and Hlllft’" B, Blake. There men made It n ooint. not
to u © any of the material contained in the "Terr; le Stc r ” , as V ey
wished to run -V rort the ©bov* wontioned booh an 3 not supplont It.
The editors of the "'ter of •^ethlehom” which appear <3 in 1339
were J, *% Hall, J* H. Auebueh, and :’ioffor. It ie interesting to not©
that Jrcob henry Hall are one of the first student e o the Vir inia
Normal huric School* Jane© Holt Roebuck taught rwsic at the liona. Shah
Collegial tn«t itute in hi ton, we© director of music rt ©e «r Collage
In Hagerstown, aryland, an i since 1908 ha a bee:: head o f the Shenandoah
(United brethren) School of Music. He has conducted normal school 9 in
practically ©v~ry state in the South for the newt four dec*? lea.
!>irinr the le*t ouartar of the nineteenth century two publish-
er© decided to invade the fe-tlle fields which the southern ahepe-notea
had to offer, One wen the non-denor&n" tlonal publishers In the Korth
and ""aat, and the other was the dan nine t tonal publishing houaos of the
Mouth, especially the Methodists, Baptists, and h'urnherleni reabyterinns*
Frora the non-.dan inetlonal house in 1876 appeared a large book called ’*
I
i~>-
periel Harmony '’corns iled by Atkin, ‘.‘Pin and Allen, and published by Bige-
low and ’ pin In New York, The denominational houeee of tho South got
out shape-note editions of their hyrrialc and other song books to supply
the demand of rural congregations.
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The fork of A. J. Sho*a ter
Through the work of A. J. Sho'altor, lalton, Ororpta, beoar«
on lono riant coin* from which southern rural aong agreed, fine® 1S83
it hee beoi tv c homo of the A, J, Sfoowelter Comoeny, aurio-book oubliehere.
howalter wee a native of Rockingham County in the Shenandoah
Valley, ^ir father wag r ringing school teacher and a coooocer o eonpn.
Hie first rualeal study was under Oneel d at the Virginia ornal ? 'urie
School. Later he studied under °alner, f'terpeg, Root and other#,
after whicv he studied In F\»reoo. This eosraopolltan background in music
made hi?- ant apont otic to ohaps-nctes, but the southern rural ^mrlronront
wag eo drv ted to this type of notation that he res fore d to disregard
hia or sentirontn concerning the natter, and five in to the desires of
thie racial group.
Hie into ’-eat a were divided among three activities, - co^osing,
song-book ranking, end teaching. He woe very successful in all th'-ee
field®. Itost of hie h >ok» were published in both round and shape notations,
and present day records show that five ahapa-not a hooka are eo-d to one
round-net a book, ‘he teas' in;*, an inevitable adjunct to rural song-book
soiling, 4 ook t o form of orraal schools, fhey sem* hoi in the "outhom
etatee, - South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, tHeoisslcpi, Arkansas sod
Texa~. Hie popularity as a leader of alnping canoed him to ’*» chosen
to eon lust r, lor^e chorus of rural singers at the houtheertern reir hold
/
in 19C5 at ftlantn* Thousands of those ainporr were present, end It
turned out to he the root ou standing exhibition ever hoi i for the ucera
of shape- note notation. Vr. Showaiter died in Chattanooga, ^enreasee,
Cepte^ber If, l?*5*!.

The Service andered by these Schools
The sarvio? renier* i by the southern norra&l uric schools car®
just at the crjcla' uonant In the field of southern rural ringing. Their
rsuaic Wad reached Its lowest ebb, and -right hsvo ceased if it hsd not
boon for tho aonrntous work of the norral schools In p oor ring cmoete t
toechers to take the olaco of tho® 1 who rare not coran
e
4
-tarrt, in publish-
ing new and bettor song books to toko the plnoe ot the older hook c, nnd
In giving s nor? stimulus and high® " standard to the singing of our
Southern Oio ©rto*
•
CHAPTER V
MUSICAL ACTIVITIES AMQHG THESE PEOPLE
The Convention Season
Today the southern rurals are strug ling to keep their nethocs
and style oi' sin ing alive* They hold local and interstate sinking con-
ventions during the period of laying by crops* Laying by crops” is an
expression used in the south for leaving the fields to themselves* It oc-
curs about the middle of he summer, after the last cultivating of corn and
cotton is done* The intervening period before harvest from July to the
first part of September is one of leisure for the farmer and Ms family,
so this provides the time or a ter of school, isoily reunions, revivals,
baptizings, primary elections, and sir. in, s.
The little singings" las in : for one day and sometimes two
days occur on almost any Sat rdsy or Sunday, or any holiday, during
the year. The Fourth of July is a popular day for singings as the
method of celebrating by using firecrackers has never been the custom.
Hew Year’s Day is also popular for sin lugs*
The musical season for contentions is short, and ns the
leaders rf each convention has a fraternal consideration for neighboring
groups, they plan so that only one conven ion at a tine vd.ll be in
session during this period* For example, in 1930 the Alabam Sacred Harp
Jusical Association net in Birmingham late in July, the Texas Interstate
Sacred IJarp iusical Association mot at lineral Veils on the second
Sunday in Au us
,
the 3* l . hite Sacred arp usical Soc’ety of Ala-
bama, Inc*, met in Birmingham and the United ??cred Harp Fusieal Associ-
"
.
.
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ation net in Atlanta tt) and four ©ee»'« later* The 1 osa widely ropre-
eontetive eonvn tions took place in different pcrte o the aaae t erritory
on in' orv^inr Sir* lays.
A Singing Convention
For a general word picture of the ©ay in which these conven-
tion© ere nei I sill give s bri'f description o t o interstate acred
Harp Gxwntlon at ' in ra 1 iallo* T^tas, #iich too'* piece in 195*%
The cession started with the singing of 8 nong, aft r which
the chaplain r c from the scriptur e, and offered e p’-ayer. Then the
singing started nhich lested from 9 e* a* to 12 noon* A short recess
was hold about the middle of the session* There we o about too bun rod
sen, worsen, find ch?l Iren, in attendance, ell rurel people re ©en evi-
dent fro,~ the rork-brntmed faces end ftbos cc of style i drees* Galluses
©ere prominent y displayed* As I mentioned in the firs* chantor, there
people ©ere of pure Anglo-Saxon stock* ©ho still folio ed their tradi-
tio al rods of life in proffersrse to our -odors cow-®re ftl life* They
sere not Interested in air-cooled dining rooms, tiled rsi-rir.g p a, or
lips *ck. Shlie our no-e sophisticated sit leans lounged around in e
betel smoking
,
gossiping, and listening to a jn?r bend, these country
folk sang and sweated in the amrmr hast* In fact no one at the hotel knew
about this eonven*ion, or If they bed, would not have ed an enquir-
ing enough minds to become acquainted with its origin end purpoej so
while our hotel guests idled ©way tine, o»ar country rothere end sisters
sang, thereby ralnin that co llate enjoyaent and satisfaction which eorsoe
frora Vo ^-ge' ting ©o ! f , and earthy environments, an; riving ell that

one has to the challenge before them* After all are not these the
moments when one is truly living and alive? Is this not a tine when
we cone as close to the spiritual existence of life beyond as one can
on this earth? I believe this is v.hat our southern rural singers
have experienced, and that this is the reason wh; r they have fought so
stubbornly to keep their musical heri age. I am inclined to agree with
?. Whitney Surett, Ph. D., in his theory that with the development
of modem life and the decline of choral singing among the masses of
people, we have lost one of the greatest opportunities for this ex-
perience.
Each singer at this convention wore a ribbon badge which
showed that he or she v.es an accredited delegate iron some other singing
convention or singing school. They occupied the level floor space of
the auditorium and the tiers of seats on both sides were for the small
group of listeners. They sat in folding chairs on four sides of a
rectangular open space where the leader stood. The men and women tenors
were in front of the leader, the men and women "trebles" (tenors) were
at his left, the altos and basses were at his right. Each singer had
a copy of the Sacred Harp on his lap, some were new while others wore
yellowed with age. As the son. s on any iven page were the same for
all printings there was no conf si on because of the dif . erent editions.
As everyone in attendance at these conventions is referred
to as brother and sister, the president of the convention would intro-
due the one who was to lead, as brother or sis er so and so. The page
of the song was given, and the key iven by singing the tonic note and
•/ IT4
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other tone* without even the help of a timing forte. All four narts pot
thoir pitch end a de lb ’rate chord wee sown led. The rang was nunr
through >neo by syllable, ani then the wor e of on? to three stances
we-c oung. 3onc lea iers tood still* but sort of then walked around ly-
ing the errtrenc cue to the different parte triers e fugulnp wan was
sun*. The loader used an p and down boat with hot 4 * «« ea he was
sold « haoperoi by hawing a book* The songs did not often demand sry-
thing elec end if they did it wee of little eononmae-ee. The singers
were vigorous a d rhythmical 5 y peeler, used® little uco of the boo 1',
Itepi their ay's on the leader, end be' t tl”'© with him with an arts or
a hand* If the hand h^ld a fen, a half rev ^ution bro fiver; each time
the hand asms up. The reading ability of the aingere was r-osing. The
worm were not outclassed by the mn as leaders or in rerfcn, ©won
though a mrn uaurl y k^yed f or then becsu » of the lack of volume of
their voices.
0«e session was life snothsr, with the exception of choice in
leaders and range. The fssols sod four»e?’sped reusle mstho-fe started
tw hundred yea s ego In the American singing schools ws**e used. The
propran endeavored give each d "legate «ho was a leader a chance to
use hie s^t. ^atrla^ a, of course, were giver, sgrciel privileges in
leading, Ikarin" '•even sessions si least fifty delegatee lord one or
more lessons, and about forty songs war'- sun at each eepoior.
A erteet of child leaders was a special fsturdsy forenoon
feature. This is sn attest on the part of the old fascia singers to
p
-eeerwe th«lr art by inter eting their ch ; liren in 1 c methods. FlfO
teen chil ~en took part in this content
,
arid esc lord tw songe. T e
$5
.
i
judges marked them on accent, tin© and pronunciation, i a age they r an, ed
from six years to their early teens, ior foundation many of then had had
attendance at but one or two brief singing schools. They led without a
book as the experienced leaders did. One of the child contestants had
never been to school and did not even 'mow her a, b, c 1 s, but she was
able to read notes with apparent ease. Each contestant with a hundred
per cent received a prise of thirty dollars, and lesser prises were
awarded to all contestants down to seven dollars and a half. Following
this all the youn : contestants stood in r row, and shook hands with all
the singers. A sang was sung curing this and emotion rose until a warn
hand-shake became a smotherin event of hu s and kisses. Tears streamed
do n the cheeks of young and old, and one old veteran looked on, crying,
laughing, sweating, fanning, and shouting intermittently
•
The following statement made by A. G. hollo ay, an old time
Alabama singer, gives us some idea of at these singings means
"’whenever I be jin to sing these older son s of my childhood,
I get up, as it were, into the elysian fi Ids and seen or a time almost
( 1 )
transported to the regions of perfect love and joy."
These songs are merely meant to be sung and not listened to
as only a minimum attention is paid to the tone production or the qual-
ity of individual voices. They would impress one with an urban musical
background as being a Ion distance ron what they would consider re-
ligious music, as all the Sacred harp songs seem to contain a trotting
movement.
^Jackson, White Spirituals in the Southern Uplands, p. 121
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Periodicals
The Southern Musical periodicals were used as a neans of
publicity for the publishers o song books or rurals, whether the
publishers were large or small, ilost of these musical magazines con-
tained about sixteen pages of viiich a few pages were devoted to sacred
music. As far as I an able to find out only two of these periodicals
are at present appearing regularly. These two Journals are the "Herald
of Song" and "Vaughan's Family Visitor#".The falling off in these maga-
zines is no doubt due to the better conditions of roads and the in-
creasing use oi lords. Publishers are now able to be present at singing
schools and conventions for the purpose of advertising and selling
their bocks. A singin
;
teacher today is usually lined up with son©
publisher or is a publisher hinselj • Subscriptions were usually fifty
cents or sometimes less. f all the periodicals The U sical million
(1870-1915) rates the hi hest in the quality of its .-journalism, its
period of circulation, and the size of its subscription list. A clever
scheme of publishers today, to sell their books, is to send a good-will
group to a convention in the form of a q artet and a piano accompanist
to entertain. Incidentally they always sing one or two son c from
their manager's book. The periodicals have not served entirely as an
advertising agency for publishers, but kept the southern rurals in-
formed of the activities occurring in their uisical world.
Records
Another means of spreading musical propaganda of the rural
southern folk is by victrola records. Kecordings are made by quartets.
•-
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trios, duettists and soloists, who ae generally accompanied by a guitar.
These records are all grouped nder one heading either"native American
melodies or "old-time southern tunes." The sale of these records is,
of course, to the southern rural musical world os its appeal to the
urban musical public would be negligible, usic dealers and radio
directors say that despite this fact there is a large listening musical
public.
Other Uses of Southern husic
The activity of the rural southern music is not confined entire-
ly to the home, singing schools and conventions; it is used by southern
rural churches of the non-liturgic type
)
and through missions had been
taken up by the negroes, and the Indians of Oklahoma, orth Carolina,
and the Potowatane Indians of Soperton, Wisconsin. Southern song books
were also used by the Chippewa Indians of ichigan at their "Annual
Indian Grand Trible Reunion and Camp Meeting".
Conclusion of Chapter V
"Whether the present descendants of the rural southern whites
will continue to keep their a sical traditions alive in the future is
a question which only the progress of ime eon answer. It looks now
as though this musical system is fighting a losing battle as time
marches forward. Ho ever, to the American musicians of today it offers
a new field of exploration aed themes for compositions. It is impos-
sible at this early state to forcast gust how much this music will con-
tribute to musical composition by providing themes. ne fact is cer-
tain, that it has established itself in musical histor', and through
*«
.
contribution to musical composition in the form of mountain songs, hymns,
ar.d anthems, this type of southern music will live on for generations to
come*
Having traced the origin and practices of the fasola music
and its offspring, the do-re-rdl system, let us now explore the field
of American Church I’usic and discover what contributions our southern
rural music lies made up to the present time.
c
CHAP T; VI
THEII? COHTPIBUTIOH TO AUERICAIj CHOPCH ISJSIC
General Introduction
The musical world of the southern rural has made three dis-
tinct contrib tions to American church music. These contrib tions have
beer, made to the non-liturgic churches, - the liethodlsts. Baptists,
and Presbyterian churches*
As the southern rural s were members of the above mentioned
churches, it is only natural that their contributions in the field
of church music in A erica would b© lisd ed to tine above mentioned de-
nominations* The three different branches of their contrib tions have
a secondary, indirect and primary importance. The secondary contribu-
tion is found in the hymn books used in the south. As these southern
hymn books have never been used throughout the United S' ates as a whole,
I refer to this contribution as secondary. The indirect contrib tion
is mad; in a round about manner through tho negro spirituals found in
hymn bocks. The contribution of primary importance is round in the
themes and texts 1‘urnished American composers in uniting anthems which
are of a tr ly high type of religious music suitable for us© in all
non-liturgic churches throughout the United States. Another contribu-
tion of primary importance is the “Twelve Folk Lynns" edited by John
Powell, which are a real gift to the field of hynnology.
Contributions to hymn books
Giving our attention first to the secondary contributions of
southern rurals, the Southern liethodlsts* first official hymn book was
'.
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published in 1 59. This book contained seventeen fasola tunes, thirty-
five fasola poems, and not any carp-neating eon s. The 1389 edition
of this book contained thirty-two asola t nes, aid six of the old
camp-meeting songs, which were an innovation that cannot be passed by
without notice. They were "0 when shell I see Jesus,” "he*re frav'ling
hone to Heaven above," "Together let us sweetly live," "Say, brothers,
vdll you meet us," "The chariot, the chariot" and "The Old Ship of
Zion." In the 1905 edition the canp-n.eeting songs were entirely re-
moved, and only four of the fasola tunes remained, - "Lenox", "Ilettle-
ton, " "Hear," and "Greenville."
One of the first hymn books used by the urban Baptists of the
south ' as the "Baptist Hymn and Tune Bool:" published in 1 >57 by Sheldon
end Copany of Hew York. This book contained thirty-two son :s of the
fasela people. The next book which they used was called the "Service
of Son " published in 1871 by the Sheldon Company. It contained the
sane number o ‘ fasola tunes and hymns, as the 'lethodist book of 1389.
nine of the tunes which were especially popular with the fasola folk
were "Aylesbury,” "Hear, " "Psaleraa," "kettleton, " "3rattle Street,"
"Golden Hill," "China, " and tMrty-two fuguing tunes, "Lenox," and
"Ucrthfield," The urban iaptis s of the present day use a hymnal which
is used in the north and south and of course this bool: contains no
fasola tunes. Ho. ever, many con rogations, especially those more rural-
minded, use a book called the "Hodern Hymnal," by obert H. Coleman,
published 1926 in Dallas. This book contains seventeen old fasola
hymns. One curious feature of tills book is the transposition of the
-.
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old five-tone minor tunes, "On Jordan’s Storry Banks, " and "Come,
Eunble Sinners'' into the major node.
The southern Presbyterians used a hymnal called "Chapel Hymns"
published 1900 in Philadelphia. This book contained the folloGring fasola
songs, "Avon," "Lenox," "Balerna, ” "Loving Kindness," "riettleton,
"
and "Amsterdam. ° I have been unable to ascertain whether the books
used by the southern Presbyterians before 1900 contained any fa ola
sonjs. The general consensus of opinion seems to be that the books pub-
lished in Philadelphia during the las half of the nineteenth, century
did not contain any fasola music* The hymnal called "Bible Songs" used
by the Cumberland I resbyterian. church in 18C5 contained forty-one fasola
hymns, but not any camp-meeting songs • ‘s this church was born of re-
vivals and comp-meetings, it is a rather c rious coincidence that the
car^o-meating type of son
;
vas not a part of their hymn book.
For the last thirty or forty years the Presbyterian denomin-
ation has not exerted any definite influence over ary of its congrega-
tions. The rural groups use various hymnals printed in seven-shape
notation, published by themselves arid by other publishers not connected
with them. The urban groups have adopted a standardized hymnal in which
the fasola songs are not included.
There is a sect in the south called the "Primitive Baptists”
who hold the fasola music and customs of the fasola folk in such high
esteem that they exclude practically all other types of hymns and cus-
toms. The - use "The Primitive baptist Hymn and Tune Book" published
in 1902 by J. D. Shain, -ladisonville, Kentucky, and the "Good Old Songs"
.*•
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published in 1913 by Cayces and Turner in Uartin, 'ennessee. These books
use the seven-shaped nusic notation and the fasola songs of the 1330's
and 1340's, sc the tunes of a hundred years ago are still popular vdth
this particular group.
In the field of hynnology, therefore, the fasola songs are
exerting an influence of secondary importance in the south at the pre-
sent tine and in a few more years with the revision of hymn books the
fasola hymn* give promise of entirely disappearing from these bocks.
Their chief contribution to the American churches in the field of hynnol-
ogy is now a part of history, al hough it nay exert ore influence in
this field in the future, due to the recent interest created in this
\
music.
An indirect contrib tion through the Negroes
An indirect contribution to hymn books will exist as long os
certain negro spirituals are incorporated in these books. In the hilly
country of the upper south was a slave breeding section, where the
Scotch-Irish ranked high in population, and the camp-meeting movement
reached its greatest state of influence. The son s learned here by
the negroes spread quickly through the south with the movement of domes-
tic slave trade. The negro took the camp-meeting songs, or as they
are sometimes called "bhite Spirituals,” gave then a touch of the Afri-
can temperament, and the result was a negro spiritual. Of the negro
spirituals contained in hynn books, the following can be traced as
having its ori in both in text and music in the "white spirituals"
or "canp-neeting songs," "Old Ship of Zion," "Old-Time Peii don,"
; HUM.
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"Out of the 'wilderness," avid " afe in the Promised Land," The follow-
negro spirituals contained in the "Cokesbury hymnal," published by
the Methodist Episcopal Church of the South in 1923 had their origin
from the "white spirituals," - "Standin* in the freed of Prayer,"
"Swing Low Sweet Phariot, "Lord I iant to be," "I know the Lord
w-s Laid," "Where Were You," and "Down by the Eiverside."
Con ril tions through Anthems
The contrib tion of prime importance to the field of church
music in America by the music of our southern pioneers will be found
in the following list of anthems with their texts and brief notes of
comment#
"And The Trees Do li an" arron ed by Hanrery Saul#
This Carol in the form of an anthem was published by the
Oliver Ditson Company in 1919, and classified as an American Christmas
Carol# It is for mixed voices, that is Soprano, lto. Tenor end Bass,
and is taken from a carol of the -o.vntain Whites# The text is as fol-
lows:
In the valley of Judea,
Cold and wintry blown,
Christ was born one frosty morning.
And the trees do moan#
Darkened skies and men a stumbling.
High above 'here shone
One bri ht star a moving Eastward
where the trees do moan.
* :
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Herod and the ruling Romans
Stately sat upon the throne
Sent the soldiers out a looking
Aid the trees do moan*
ary took Her little Ba-by,
Set out all alone,
Down in gypt-ler.d they tarried,
where the trees do tnoan*
Jesus, “hen became a carpenter,
?iork*d vdth wood and stone.
Hails He drove and cross-arms fashion’d
And the trees do noan.
There one day in the forest black.
One tree lie pick’d for His own,
A Christinas tree, an evergreen one.
And the trees do moan*
The usic is very good and Gaul had taken pains in this arrange-
ment to preserve is model characteristic. Gaul, perhaps, refrained
from changing the text because he wished to keep it as near the original
fascia word 8 as possible. o ever, if the text had been revised, a weak-
ness in this Caro 1 would have been avoided, even if it were at the
sacrifice of the quaintness which the original text possesses.

”Jesus Bom in Bethlea" arranged by Annabel Ibrrie Buchanan.
This anthem v/as published by J. Fischer and Bro*, in
1932. It is arranged for mixed voices, a eappella, antiphonal choir ad
lib, and nay be sung by a childrens chorus* It is taken from a folk
carol of southwest Virginia and is in the Iaixolydian node. It is ded-
icated to G. Am Lehman and the Lake Avenue Baptist Church, Rochester,
H. Y* This anthem is suitable for use during the Easter Season* The
text is as follows
:
Jesus born in Bethlea,
And in a manger lay.
Judas betrayed him,
And nailed him to the tree.
Joseph bej ed his body.
And laid it in the tomb.
One mornin early.
Just at the break of day.
Down cane an angel.
And rolled the stone away*
Mary cane Deeping
They *ve stole y Lord away.
Jesus has risen.
And gone to Galilee
'.
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Jesus ascended.
Up to the ports of heaven.
"Old Ship of Zion" arranged by S. J. Gatwood*
This anthem is an arrangement made from an early American
Spiritual or Camp-Meeting Song by E. J. atv/ood. It is for mired
voices, sung by and dedicated to the Old Karp Singers" of llashville,
Tennessee. The dats of its publication is 1936 and the publishers are
J. lischer and 3ro* of hew York. The text is:
Yihat ship is this that trill take us all honeV
Oh, glory halleluiai
’Tis the old ship of Zion, halleluiah
I
The winds may blow and the billows nay foam.
Oh, glory hallelujah!
But she is able to land us all home.
Oh, glory hallelu iah.
She landed all wi o have gone before.
Oh, glory hallelujah!
And yet she is able to land still more.
Oh, glory hallelujah!
If I get there then before you do.
Oh, lory hallelujah!
I f ll tell them tha you are cooing, too.
Oh, glory hallelujah!
o:>
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"V.ondroua Love" arranged by Annabel lorris Buchanan,
This anthem is a traditional folk-hymn in the Dorian mode
from southwestern. Virginia. It is arranged for mixed voices, and is
dedicated to the assanetta . ostival Choir, ' aasanetta Oprings, Ya.,
and its leader, John Finley illianson. The date of its publication
is 1953, and the publishers are J. Fischer & Bro. of Hem York. The
text is:
Tibet wondrous love is this, oh, ray soul.
That caused the Lord of bliss
To bear the dreadful curse or ray soul.
Vihen I was sinkin t own
Beneath Goa*s ri fcteous frown,
Christ laid aside his crown for ny soul.
To God and to the Larafe, I will sing,
Vho is the great I am,
V2hile millions join the the. -.e, I will sin .
And when ft*on death I*n free. I’ll sing on,
1*11 sing and joyful be.
And through eternity, I will sing.
nPoor a, -'farin’ Stranger" arranged by George Pullen Jackson
and f. J. Gatwood.
The anthem is taken from an Gariy American Spirit al
,,
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Ballad, is ia the aeoline mode, and dedicated to the "Old Harp Singers
of Hashville, Tennessee# It was published in 1936 by J. Fischer and
Bro#, and is for nixed voices. The text is*
I am a poor wayfaring stranger
while trav’ling thru this world of woe
But there’s no sickness, tell or dan or
In that bright land to which I go#
I’m going to see -y father.
I’m going there no more to x*oen,
I’m a going over Jordan,
I’m a going over hone.
I know dark clouds will gather round me,
I now my way is rou :h and steep;
But golden fields lie ou J before me,
'here rod’s redeemed no more shall weep*
I’m going to see my mother.
She said she’d meet me when I come#
I’m just a going over Jordan,
I’m just a going over hone#
I’ll soon be free from ev'ry trial,
wy body sleep in the old churchyard;
’ll drop the cross of self-denial.
And enter on my great reward.
,.
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I *m going the.'© to see y iavlor.
To sing his praise for evermore.
I *12 just a goin over Jordan,
I’m just a goin.: over home*
"The Hebrew Children" arran ed by An abel orris Buchanan.
This anthem is arraigec iron a traditional folk-hymn which
ori inated in the southern mountains. It is for nixed voices, is in
the Phrygian node, and dedicated to Dr. George Pullen Jackson end the
’’Old arp Singers," Hashville, Term. The date of publication is 1933,
and the publishers are J. Fischer and ro. The text is:
'.here are nov; the Hebrew children?
Safe in the pronised land.
Though the furnace flamed around them,
God while in their troubl e . ound then,
lie with love and norey bound then.
Safe in the promised land.
There are the holy martyrs?
Gafe in the promised land.
Those who washed their robes and made them
Thite and spotless pure,
There no earthly stain could fade than.
In the promised land.
..
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fthere are now the holy Christia 3?
Safe in the promised land.
There our souls will join the chorus.
Saints and angels sing before us#
while all heaven is beaming o'er us.
Safe in he pronised land*
*0 Jesus >y Savior” arranged by Annabel 1'orris Buchanan.
("Expression")
This anthem is fron a tradit onal southern folk-hymn, is in
the Aeolian mode, and is written for mixed voices. It is dedicated to
Dr. T. ertius Noble and the St. Thomas Church Choir, New York City.
The text, from the "Zion Songster’ of 1 32, is:
0 Jesus, ny Saviour, I know thou are mine.
For thee all the pleasures of earth I resign.
Of objects most pleasing, I love thee the best.
Without thee i*a wretched, but with thee I'm blest.
Thou art my treas .re, my jo and ny love.
Hone, none richer ossessed by angels above,
i’or thee all the pleasures of sense I fsre o.
And wander, wander despis d below.
I love thee. Saviour
I love y people,
with tender emotion.
,
Lord,
thy ways and thy word
I love sinners
Since Jesus has died to redee them from woe
-.
.
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I find him in singing, I find hia in prayer
In sweet medi 4 ation, he is al ays near
y cons ant companion, 0 aa . e ae'er parti
All glory, all glory, he c .ells In ray heart.
"Alabama” arranged by Aniialbel nrris tuohanan. (The
Cross of Christ).
This anthen was arrayed from a traditional southern fuguing
hymn taken from the Southern Harmony, ivhioh a fasola song book com-
piled by William Walker and made its appearance about 1355. The anthem
is dedicated to Dr. George .ullen Jackson and the Old Harp Singers,
Nashville, Tenn. It is for mixed voices and is in the Aeolian mode.
The date of publication is 1935, ano t e publishers are J. Fischer and
Brc. The text ise
Angels in shining order stand
round the Saviour’s throne.
They bow with reverence at his feet.
And make his glories known.
Those happy spiri s sin : Ills praise.
To all eternity;
But; I can sing redeeming; grace,
lor Jesus died for me.
The cross of Christ inspires ray heart
To sing redeeming grace.
Awabe,ny soul, and beer a part
..
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In ry Redeemer’s praise*
0 what can be compared to Iliia
who died upon the treel
This is ny dear, delightful theme.
That Jesus died for me*
The original hymn in the Southern Harmony had nine
stanzas* This anthem uses only the first two stanzas.
“Hew Jordan” arranged by Amabel Morris Buchanan*
The source of this anthem is a traditional southern
fuguing hymn from the Union Harmony compiled by Joseph Funk in 1 48*
It is for nixed voices and is in the Phrygian node* The dedication
is to Dr* George Pullen Jackson and the old Harp singers, Ilashville,
Term* J* Fischer and Bro* ptiblished it in 1935. The text is:
On Jordan’s storey banks I stand
/nd cast a wishful eye
To Canaan’s fair and happy land
there ry possessions lie.
Oh the transporting, rapturous scene.
That rises to my sight!
Sweet fields arrayed in living green.
And rivers of delight.
..
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There gen’rous fruits that never fail
On trees immortal grow.
There rocks, and hills,and brooks, and vales,
With milk and honey flow.
All o*er these wide extended plains
Shines one eternal dayl
There God, the Son, forever reigns.
And scatters right awsy*
"Oh, Kary West A-Journeying " arranged by Annabel Ltorris
Buchanan*
i
This anthem was a choral arrangement for Arthur Scrivener* s Choir
of Grace and Holy Trinity Church, Richmond, Va. It is taken from a Carol
in folk-style, and is in the Aeolian and Aajor modes. The publication
is by J. Fischer and 3ro* dated 1932* The arrangement is for mixed
voices and the tex iss
Oh, ary vent a-journeying upon a winter* s day
She sang sweet alleluiahs to ease the weary way*
And as she sang the birds cane back and joined in her song
And flowers sprang beneath her feet the weary way alon :•
They sang of Christ the Savior, God’s only Son was He,
They sang of Christ the -Savior, Who came to set us free.
Oh, Llary, set a resting upon a winter ’ s night
The Christ-child lay upon her breast and on her face a light
.«• •
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The wise men brought Him gifts of old and frank-incense and
myrrh.
The shepherds brought him little lambs and kneeled before her
They worshipped Christ the Savior, A baby boy v;rs He,
They worshipped Christ the Savior# ho cane to set us free.
So all good folk and gentlemen do sing this song of joy#
Of liary and the Christ-child who cane a baby boy
Vho grew to strength and nobleness and died to set us free
A carpenter in Eazareth a nighty King ir/as He.
This is a very good anthem for the Christmas Season*
"Retirement0 arranged by Annabel ilorris 13 chanan. A tradi-
tional folk-hymn found in the "Supplement to the Kentucky Harmony"
compiled by Ananias Davisson in 1320, and in the "Genuine Church l.lusic"
compiled by ,<atts in 1332. This anthem is in the Dorian mode, is for
nixed voices, and is dedicated to the 'assanetta Festival Choir, Ilassa-
notta Springs, Va*, and the conductor, John Finley Killianscn. J. Fisch-
er and Bro* published it in 1932. The text is:
"'..hen I survey the wondrous cross
On which the Prince of glory died
Ity richest gain I count for loss
And pour contempt on all my pride.
Forbid it Lord that I should boast
Save in the death of Christ, ny God,
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All the vain tilings that charm ne most,
I sacrifice then to his blood#
See from this head, his hands, his feet.
Sorrow end love flow min led down.
Did e'er such love and sorrow meet.
Or thorns compose so rich a crown.
V.ere all the realms of nature mine,
Ghat were a present far too small.
Love so amazing, so divine.
Demands try soul, ry life, my all.
This is a very good anthem for the Lenten season.
"God is Great" arranged in six parts for a nixed chorus by
Joseph »V. Clokey. This anthem is taken from a hymn in the "Ephrata
Cloister". This was the hymn book of a German sect near Lancaster,
Pa., which composed a part of tie 'German element of our Southern
Pionoers, G o were gradually absorbed into the music methods used by
the Scotch-Irish. They were si. ging hy ns and chorals, while the Hew
Englanders were arguing on the propriety of singing. The liphrata
hymnals were published in 1739, 1747 and 1754. The words aid music
show some of the characteristics of the fatherland. It is in choral
style and ..as published in 1931 by J. Fischer and ro. The text is:
God is great. Sing his praises ever.
: e is kind, his goodness faileth never.
. .
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Great his mercy, wide his domain*
Zion, shout J Sing aloud in gladness*
Prcdoe his name end banish thoughts o:;> sadness*
Ever joyful, let us remain*
Glorious, triumphant his night!
G*er powers of darkness and night!
God almighty, fte exalt thee!
Eosanas raise! Thy children all,
.hy name ire praise!
Gaul*
"Poor V/ayfarin* Man O’ Grief”, freely arranged by Harvey
This anthem is on arrangement of an early American Ballad of
the Pennsylvoni a-Qhio Border Hills and is inscribed to the Taylor
Alderdice A Capella Choir* It is for a chorus of mixed voices -with a
soprano solo. The publication is by the Galaxy Music Corporation* The
date of publication is 1957* The text is:
Poor nan, wayfarin’ man o ’grief!
Has often crossed me on ray way.
He cried so humbly for relief.
That I could never aas er nay,
I had no power to ask his name,
hither he vent or whence he cane.
But there was something in his eye
That won my love, I know not why.
-
One© when ny scanty meal .as spread.
He entered, not a word lie spake.
Just perishing for the want of bread,
I gave him all, he blessed and brake,
And all but gave me part again*
iline an angel’s portion then.
And while I fed with eager haste.
The crust was manna to ay taste.
I spied him where a fountain burst
Forth from the rock, his strength was one.
The heedless waters mocked his thirst.
He saw them, heard them hurrying on.
I ran and raised the sufferer up
And from, the stream he drained ny cup.
Dipped and returned it running o’er
i drank and never thirsted more.
In prison I saw him next condemned
To meet a traitor’s doom at dawn.
The tide of lying tongues I stand.
I followed him through shame and scorn
% friendship’s ut-nost z al o try.
I for his sake would fain to die.
And for his life, my 3i..e to give.
I died a d now behold I live.
..
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"Tennessee Iknmtein Psalm," freely adapted from the old
"Sacred Harp" by Harvey Gaul,
The anthem '.as written for Dr. George Pllen Jackson and his
admirable "Old Harp Singers" of Hashville, Tennessee. (The “Sacred Harp"
is one of the original fasola song-books still in use. ) It is written
for a mixed chorus with baritone and soprano solos. T- e Galaxy LI sic
Corporation published this work in 1937. The text, a paraphrase of the
ninety-third Psalm, is:
The Lord is King, He hath put on his robes
The floods are rising, 0 Lord,
The floods have lift up their voice.
The waves have lift up their voice.
The waves of the sea are strong.
And rage with power and might.
But yet the Lord, He dwelleth on high.
The Lord is mightier yet.
Thy lav/e, 0 Lord, are sure.
And i-oliness beeometh thine house.
The Lord is King, the Lord is King,
And hath girded Himself with strength
Ever since the world began.
He hath mad9 the round world so sure.
"Tennessee mountain Horning Hymn" from the Harrogate Tennessee
Tune, and the text elaborated by Harvey Gaul
i.
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This anthem was written for Dr. George Pullen Jackson and the
"Old Harp Singers of Nashville, Tennessee. It is for mixed voices
with soprano solo. The galaxy liusic Corporation published -this com-
position in 1937. The text is:
% Lord dwells yonder, way up high,
Ile*s on the hill-top in the sl?y,
116*5 in the valley in the cove,
. a walks with ne, shows me Hi# love.
He speaks in thunder and in ,:ale
He speaks in lightnin', rain and hail
But most He speaks from crag and stone.
Calls me his los* sheep, calls me "His own".
And when the sun creeps up the hill,
I hear a song in the mountain rill.
The song says come, and greet the day
God*s rising light end day’s begun.
The song says cone, and greet the sun
"Twelve ft)lk ;yms,’’ edited by John Powell with harmon-
izations by John Powell, Annabel liorri s "ksehanan arid Hilton Eafty*
These twelve folk hymns are excellent for use in a servico
where a hymn is sung by a choir alone. The arrangers have kept the
modal characteristic of these hymns which adds to t’.e'.r charm. They are
from the "Old Shape-hote lymbooks' 1 or.d from oral tradition.
As the texts of the anthems listed above resemble those of
.*
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the folk * rri«, I trill not or*** t their texts. The texts of " ontroue
Lore 1*, "Jesus Horn In Bethles,* and "The Hebrew Children* ere the ware
for both the snthan end folk-song arrangement. Thi « cot lect io* of folk
songs ten nubUn ^d by J, Fiacher end pro • In 195^*
"Folk Hyrano of America" collected end error god by Annehcl orris
Puehanan,
The ouhlicctlo of this nee work by J, Fincher end dro, presents
the American public with one of the most aignif leant contributions to
church nuslc - the firs* of its particular sc oe, no f- to copes r in
the field of national fall: rurie pr! h rnody* The book contains fifty
nodsl hyrvi-settinge collected fre*9 oral trod tion and Iron ancient
shape-note hyryssia, alt' e^pr henaive Introduction en i iot.es, rofercrw
ecs end ’Hblioprephy. As It includes tun^s end texts fro- seventeen
states e wide section of our eoun* ry in represented, The hym-ae tinge
ere designed for church choi-c, choral groups or othe*- singers with
four-pert harm r.i setlone end a few enecisl e r^-anfo~c ts. The Introduc-
tion, notes end references offer for those intor atod, a survey of
American folk-hyr-nody, with history, background end slgni' Iceno In An-
erican music a d early religious life. The ancient folk nodes are ex-
plained, with tons! and modal characteristic r i luatr'tnd.
in tho hn rnonisstlons sod treatment of the folk --odor Krs* hfohan-
sn has followed the general *>rlncirlea established by Qoell Sharp, the r
greet ngl iah authority, end fallowed by John Powell, fJtno *t. care has
been exercised to present harmonist 5 ona rcceptablc to nod*rn cere, with
each part inter sting of Itself, yet following the rir. ^sch tune is
kept strictly within its mode in the end avor to preserve Itn Individ-
(Z
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uni cfceriB and distinction, ^hilo many of these pottings am very ©i-mle,
and eulte^, the old hymnals would say, to the essnelty'’,
others have beer five rs>r« elaborate tr -atrent, especially adapted
to ©killed chord group®. ^Is boo' wen rel eased from the or"©© the lest
of Anrll
, 19^*
Ten Cfcriet.rap Car->1a% coll'et*>d s - arranged by John Jecov ill©©,
lioeo carols we’-e c llecied fn® the following placer in the
Southern J*pnsi echisr ountsinn, - Cherokee County, lorth Caroline
rythc County. Virginia; Gat l inburg, Tennessee* Sevier Ooterly, Tennessee:
index, Marge County, Kentucky* hexlncton, Kentucky; Breathitt County,
Kentucky; Tli"»b©thtown, Hardin County, Kentucky; end AeVville,
North Caroline*
K!r* Nile’s B—engore^nt © arc el~ple, very practical, end wtl
adapted f r us*-' urlng the Christina s aeon, althoug hr not pro-
»" rrol the modal characteristic© found in the American folk-carole,
wkich robs them of sons of their forms-' charm. 1*1© collection la
Set 16 of the fchirmer Amariean folk-song r>«*le©, end reo published
In 193$.
anncimmn
The gratis of anthems together wit’ the folk hy~na end carols cors-
nl 'to a list of f-ucie which the southern pioneers have cert lbutod to
Anerionn church *u*ic uo to the present tine. Ar this type of r.U'ic
offers a church anthem of a new end distinctive style, ©hick ie especial-
ly adapted to a e&nalle winging, end ss thi© raisic is coring from e
source not uaed until recently, the future will add much more to the
lint which I have collected. The -ere fret that such oubliehe-e a©
d
%
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J. Fircher end ro. , Oliv r Qitnon Co., and the Galaxy usic Corpor-
ation, have been rilling to publish this music sneaks -ore for its
po eib'lity of ale, and its value es music apnronrift 0 for church use,
than anyt ing I might say concerning it, as no publisher to lay rill
publish anything rhic do not measure up to the standard of good music
and promise a return on money invested for the publication.
the list of anthems includes music suitable for Christ 1 as, aster.
Lent, and general u-e. The anthems "And the Trees do hoan, " "Poor
Sayferin* Man o , Grief, 11 and the " ennescee ountain oroing Hymn"
arranged by Harvey eul are more suited for a choir cone rt than for a
Church service.
Having traced the musical history of our souther--' pioneers from
its origin in the New llngland Singing "chool down t • the present *ime,
and its contribution to American church mupic through Hymns, the
negro-spiritual an anthems, I cannot help feeling a deep r ep of
gratitude to our southern rural3 for having perpetuated thei- usical
tradition,
.
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APPENDIX
Nar®8 of Tune 8
Counties - DeKalb, Clebure, Cullman
Towns - Nashville, Chattanooga , Spartanburg, Knoxville, Vicv s-
bur?, Hartwell, illedgeville, Bowman, Jonesboro,
Atlanta, Calhoun, Huntsville, La Grange, Blairsvi’ le,
et c • t ot c •
dvere - Pacolet, Holeton, French Broad
Valleys - Blue Vale of Nacoochee
Hills - Golden Hill, Cole's Hill, etc.
Groves Eagle Grove, Valley Grove. Harmony Grove
Names of Friends and ftelatvee - Kay, Markham, Ogletree, Penick
Seven-Shape Notations
Do Re Mi Fa Sol
AIKDi, 1846 9 7 9 P P
AULD, 1347 P Ist p P r
S“:AN, 1348 ? ? p P f
5
F*JNX
. 1851 P f* p P r
GILLHAM, 1354 9 9 p P r
JOHNSON, 1353 p F1 9 P r
WALK Ha, 1866 P f> F p
La Si
P ?
P P
P t
P (°
p 9
p p
p f3
3d
•
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List of Periodicals
Terms of
Publication Name Publisher Plr-ce Remarks
1347- 7 usi'-ien and General A. D. Fillmore Cincin- Fostered
Intelligencer nati, 0. numeral
notation
1359-1369 Southern '“usical Ad- Joseph Funk and ou tain
|
Suspended
vocate and Sing- Sons Valley.Va. during Ci-
er’s Friend vil Sar
!c370-1915 ’usical 111 ion Aldine S. Kief- Qeyton,
fer Va.
1369 (?)-? Southern Journal Vim. M. 1'cCarrell Loui a- Probably
of It usic ville,Ky. round no-
tation fa-
vored
1875-1834 Southern Musical Ludden & Bates Savannah, Probably
Journal Ga. 1 round no-
tat ion fa-
vored
1879-1889 Mu 8leal Leader John B. Vaughan Elberton 8 page
8
Ga.
1885 - Stude Theodore Presser Lynch- For pianists
— l— burg,Va. oved to

Terms of
Publication Name Publisher Place Renerke
Philadelphia
1384, Round
Notes
183 5-? Musical and Educe- E, D, Irvine Macon, Ga. Succeeded
tional Journal & Co. "Southern
Musical
Journal *
(above)
1384-1894 Our Musical Visi- A. J. Showal- Dalton,Ga.
tor ter
1884-
?
Musical Guest L. B. Shook Dalles,
Te~as
1884- ^ound 1 s ''©leone Edwin T. Pound Barnes-
Vi Bitor, eoon
;
ville.
changed to
'ueical Tidings
Ga.
1885-? Musical review W. C. Hafley Athens,
Tenn.
1889-1896 Musical Worker R.M.McIntosh Oxford Co. Round no-
i- -
Ga. t at ion, not
._______
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Terms of
Publication Nam© Publisher Place Remarks
hostile to
shape
1890-1894 Music Teacher A. J. Showsl- Dalton, Evidently
ter Ga. merely a new
name for our
"Musical
Visitor"
( above
)
1891-1894 Tempo S. J. Oslin & Fort Smith
J. 1. Ruebush Ark.
1891-
?
Musical Advocate . ' Me Intosh Macon, Ga. Round note-
& J. W* Burke tion, not
1391-1900 Musical Messenger Fillmore
hostile to
shspe
1891-1900 usieal Messenger Fillmore Bros. Cincinnati, imoral no-
0
. tation
1394-? North State 5, C. Hamilton Liberty,
Voice, Ister, N. C.
North State
Vocalist
—
.
.
.
.
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Publication Name Publisher Place Remarks
1S97-? Our Songland, in
1900 changed to
Songland and
home
H* N* Lincoln Dallas, Texas
1898-? Musical Idea Dolby & Dolby Greenville
Tern*
For band
and
orchestra
musicians
1898-? Musical Educator J.L. MoHaster
& Chec. E*
Du ah in
Claiksville
Tex.
1398-? Musical Trio F. L. Eilend V/aco, Texas
1898-
?
Musical Observer J. A. Wray Dallas, Tex*
1900-? Western Chorus ? ? Ark*
1905-1915 ueical Advocate Will M* Ramsey Little ;ock,
/
-rk*
1912-to date Vaughan 1 a Faraily
Visitor
Jas. D. Vaughan La^enceburg,
lenn.
1922-to date Herald of Song artford Music
Co*
Hertford, Ark
1927-to dete Stamps-Baxter Stamps- Baxter Chattanooga,
Term* and
Publ
.
rtnow
News Music Co* Dallas, Tex. then.
"
.c
*
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List of Song Books
Year of Author* s Place of
Publication Name of Book Author Home rinting
1315 (?) Kentucky Harmony Ananias Davis-
son
Virginia Harrison-
burg,Va
1816 Choral , uaic Joseph Punk Mountain
Valley, Ve.
Harrison-
burg
,
Ve.
1317 Kentucky Harmonist Samuel L. Met- Lexington, Cincinnati
calf Ky. Ohio
1820 Suppl. to Kentucky Ananias Davie- Virginia Harrison-
Harmony son burg, Ve.
1820 is sour i Harmony Allen Hi Car- St. Louis, Cincinnei
i
den Mo. Ohio
1820 Songs of Zion Jame e P. Car— Lebanon, s. Harrison-
rell burg, Va.
1824 Western Harmony Allen D. Car- Nashville Nashville
den & Samuel Tenn. Tenn.
J. Rogers
1825 Columbian Harmony Wil iaa Moore V.'ilson Coun- Cincinnati,
ty, enn. Ohio
1826 e stern Harmonic Jamos W. Palmer Lexington, Ky, Cincinnati
Companion ''hio
..
.
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Year of Author’s Place of
Publ ication Name of Book Author Home Printing
1851
1
Virginia Harmony James P. Car- Lebanon, Winchester
,
rell and David Va. Va.
S. Clayton
1851 American or Union "m. R. Rhine- Maryland Chambers-
H- rmonirt hart burg. Pa.
1852 Genuine Church Joseph Funk Mountain Winch ster,
-
Mueic Valley, Va. Va.
1352 Lexington Robert Willis Lexington t
Cabinet
i
*y.
1835 Southern Harmony William Snerten- New Haven
Walker burg,S. C. Conn.
1856 The Valley Her- J. W. Steffey i
1
$ew Market V?inche seer
moniat Va Va.
1857 Union Harmonist William Cal d- Maryville Msryville,
well Tern. Tenn.
1838 Knoxville Her- John B. Jack- Madison- Madisonville
raony son
[
ville,?enn. and Pump-
kintown.
Tenn.
'.
.
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Year of Author's Piece of
Publication Name of Book Author Home Printing
1844 Sacred Harp B. F. White Hamilton Philadelphia
and S*J*King Oa. Pa.
1845 Southern and Western William Walker Spartan- ?
Harmonist burg* S. C.
184
8
Hesperian Harp William adley. Philadelphia
Hauser Ga. Pa*
1855 Social Harp John G. c Anderson- Title delphie
Curry villa,Ga* Pa*
• •
• .
. . .
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J. Fischer and Bro.
,
New York
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Published 1955
The Hebrew Children
Vtondrous Love
Published 195*
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